Audition Recording Guidelines and Checklist

**Audition Recording Guidelines:**
- All audition recordings require a $50 fee paid directly to the recording student
- All audition recordings may not exceed 2 hours of recording time
- All audition recordings may not exceed 5 selections
- Anything over these limits will cause the fee to be prorated and the amount will be determined by Professor Ray
- Selections will be recorded in full, songs will not be partially edited
- A video component adds $25 to the initial fee

**Audition Recording Checklist:**

- ___ Tiedtke has been reserved through Sherry Orr
- ___ Recording student has been contacted and scheduled
- ___ Room 211 has been reserved by the recording student
- ___ Accompanist has been scheduled

****STUDENTS WILL NOT RECEIVE ANY RECORDINGS UNTIL THE FULL AMOUNT HAS BEEN PAID****

**Recording student options:**
Ryan McCormick  
Chase Bahorich  
Brianna McNichol  
Rachel Rich  
Nic Colarossi

This form is to be turned into Professor Ray signed by both parties prior to any recording

Auditioning Student ________________________________  Recording Student ________________________________